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CITATION
ORDER
Pursuant to section 127 and clause 64 of Schedule 1 of the Victorian Civil
& Administrative Tribunal Act 1998, the permit application is amended by
substituting for the permit application plans, the following plans filed with
the Tribunal:
•

Prepared by:

DKO Architecture Vic Pty Ltd

Drawing
numbers:

TP000, TP001, TP002, TP003, TP004, TP005, TP006,
TP100, TP101, TP102, TP103, TP104, TP105, TR
& TP 108 - all titled Amended Plans for

Dated:

15 June 2015

VCAT
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Pursuant to section 127 and clause 64 of Schedule 1 of the Victorian Civil
& Administrative Tribunal Act 1998 the permit application and Application
for Review is amended by changing the name of the permit applicant and
Applicant for Review to:
Ever Bright Group Pty Ltd.

3

The decision of the Responsible Authority is set aside.

4

In permit application WH/2014/1202 a permit is granted and directed to be
issued for the land at 1-5 Sergeant Street, Blackburn in accordance with the
endorsed plans and on the conditions set out in Appendix A. The permit
allows:
•

Development of three 4-5 storey apartment buildings on a lot in the
Residential Growth Zone; and

•

A reduction in the required number of visitor car parking spaces.

Gary Chase
Member

Michael Nelthorpe
Presiding Member

APPEARANCES
For Applicant

Mr Dominic Scally, solicitor of Best Hooper Lawyers.
He called the following witnesses:
•

Mr Mark Sheppard, urban designer*of David Lock
and Associates; and

•

Ms Colleen Peterson, town planner of Ratio
Consultants.

Mr David Graham, traffic engineer of GTA Consultants
and Mr John Patrick, landscape architect of John Patrick
Pty Ltd submitted, yet did not present, statements of
expert evidence.
For Responsible Authority Ms Kim Piskuric, solicitor of Maddocks Lawyers.
For the Blackburn Village
Residents Group
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Mr Mike Taafe.
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For S Shen, R & G
Nicholls, C Le Maistre, L
Lin, E de Moel, D
Fiddyment and A Robbie.

Mr David Fiddyment.

INFORMATION
Description of Proposal

Three 4-5 storey apartment buildings with basement
car parking.

Nature of Proceeding

Application under Section 79 of the Planning and
Environment Act 1987 - to review the failure to grant
a permit within the prescribed time .

Zone and Overlays

Residential Growth Zone Schedule 2 - Substantial
Change B.

Permit Requirements

Clause 32.07-4: to construct two or more dwellings
on a lot;
Clause 52.06-3: to reduce the required number of car
parking spaces.

Relevant Scheme, policies
and provisions

Clauses 9, 11, 15, 16, 21.01, 21.05, 21.06, 22.03,
22.04, 32.07, 52.06 and 65.

Land Description

The site comprises three irregular shaped lots with a
combined 73.38 metre frontage and a site area of
4,127 square metres. It falls more than 6 metres
across the frontage from north to south.
A one-storey dwelling occupies 1 Sergeant Street,
while a two-storey dwelling and tennis court occupies
3-5 Sergeant Street. Both dwellings sit in established
gardens, with numerous canopy trees in the garden of
3-5 Sergeant Street.
The site is 180 metres from Laburnum Railway
Station (via the unmade path next to the railway
tracks).

Tribunal Inspection

1

4 August 2015

Section 4(2)(d) of the Victorian Civil & Administrative Tribunal Act 1998 states a failure to
decision is deemed to be a decision to refuse to make the decision.
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A.

REASONS

2

WHAT IS THIS PROCEEDING ABOUT?
1

The Ever Bright Group Pty Ltd proposes to develop the review site with
three 4-5 storey buildings comprising over 100 dwellings. They rely on
amended plans circulated in mid-June 2015. The plans for the top levels of
the buildings were further amended following a Compulsory Conference.
At this Conference, the Council agreed to support the proposal subject to
these amendments. A number of local residents oppose the proposal.

2

At the site inspection that concluded the hearing, we informed the parties
that we would deliver our decision orally on the morning of 5 August 2015.
The following is a summary of our reasons given on that day.

3

Over the past two days, we have heard submissions from the Council, from
those opposed to the proposal and from the permit applicant. We heard
expert planning and urban design evidence and we inspected the site.
Through these measures, we have come to understand the proposal and its
context.

4

We see a number of pertinent facts in this case. These are:
The site is over 4,000 square metres in area;
•

It results from the consolidation of three, large residential lots;

•

It is close to the Laburnum Railway Station and local shopping centre;

•

A considerable degree of redevelopment has occurred in the
immediate vicinity, principally through the replacement of the original
housing stock with two-storey townhouses;

•

These recently developed sites will not change in the foreseeable
future;
r
It is in the Residential Growth Zone, where building heights of 14.5
metres are supported on this site;

•

5

•

It is in the Substantial Change Area under the Council's housing
policies; and

•

The Council's neighbourhood character policies accept 'more compact
siting of dwellings with space for large trees' in Substantial Change
Areas.

We see a number of relevant factors in the process this proposal has
undergone. These are:

We have considered the submissions of all the parties that appeared, all the written and oral evidence, all the exhij
tendered by the parties, and all the statements of grounds filed. We do not recite or refer to all of the contents oft
documents in these reasons.
/'
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The Applicant sought urban design advice in the preparation of the
permit application and adopted the recommendations of this advice;
They sought planning, urban design, traffic engineering and landscape
architecture advice in preparing for this hearing and amended the
plans based on these recommendations;
At the Compulsory Conference, the Council agreed to support the
proposal i f further amendments were made to the plans; and
The Applicant agreed to these changes.
We understand from the objectors' submissions that:
They acknowledge this neighbourhood is earmarked for change;
They do not oppose development per se and contend a three-to-four
storey height may be acceptable;
They contend the proposed four-to-five storey height does not respond
to the local context and is an "overreach";
They contend this height, combined with the proposal's size, will
cause amenity impacts, particularly related to visual bulk and
overshadowing;
They contest the Applicant's justification for the intensity of this
proposal; and
While they do not contest the expert landscape and traffic evidence,
they do not condone it.
We draw the following conclusions from what we have heard and seen:
The proposal adopts the opportunities provided by the site's zoning
and the associated planning policies for housing;
Apart from generally supporting more intensive development, these
policies encourage such development on consolidated sites;
The proposal generally adopts the anticipated 14.5 metre height;
It exceeds this height at some points within the development through
the design response to the site's size and slope;
The design response ameliorates the impact of this greater height by
breaking down the proposal into three separated buildings stepped
down the sloping site, by recessing the top floor of each building and
through its well-articulated facades;
We accept Ms Peterson's interpretation of planning policy as it applies
to this site. Pertinently, we accept her opinion that policy encourages
a substantially different character for this neighbourhood in terms
building height and density. We accept her opinion that policy C M ^ ^
for a considered and respectful landscape response, and consid^iWe
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proposal provides such a response by providing 45 in-ground canopy
trees. We accept her opinion that overshadowing impacts are within
acceptable limits, her conclusion that in the future there will be higher
forms of development in locations such as these, close to rail stations;
We acknowledge the submissions regarding the relative lack of local
services and facilities. We accept that Box Hill Central (and
Blackburn to a lesser degree) are better serviced locations. However,
we do not consider this equates to reducing the proposal's size or
lessening its number of dwellings. The site and its neighbours have
been chosen as a strategic location suitable for more intensive
residential development, subject to its built form being acceptable in
neighbourhood character and amenity terms. As such, we consider
that the relative level of services carries less weight;
From this, we are persuaded that planning policy and the site's zoning
anticipate and endorse the proposal, despite it being considerably
higher and more intense than its neighbours;
We accept the objector's contention that much of the local context
will not change in the foreseeable future, yet believe there are large
sites in close proximity which could be consolidated and redeveloped
in the near future;

/
We consider the policy support we have outlined above makes this
proposal acceptable in the local context;
We also accept Ms Peterson's opinion regarding the proposal's impact
on the amenity of adjoining properties. We find her interpretation of
the setbacks from all boundaries necessary to protect this amenity to
be well considered and appropriate, and that the proposed landscape
treatment will respect the existing neighbourhood character;
We consider the most contentious of these interpretation's relate to the
property at 16 Frankcom Street. Here, she proposes a setback based
on the principle of equitable redevelopment opportunities between
these sites. This gives greater weight to the potential redevelopment
of this site than it does to its existing conditions. We agree this is the
appropriate interpretation;
We accept that there is no unreasonable overshadowing of adjoining
properties, based on Ms Peterson's analysis of the proposal's shadow
diagrams;
We are generally satisfied with the internal amenity outcomes, subject
to the refinements made through conditions. However, we are not
satisfied with the internal amenity of Dwellings G10, 1-25, 1-26, 2-24
and 2-25. We find the southwest orientation of these dwelling's S*^,
balconies do not provide a reasonable level of amenity for future/o^ "
residents. They are enclosed on three sides and do not take rea/(Myft>le
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advantage of the views from this location. We will impose a
condition requiring these balconies to be re-oriented so the long side
faces west. We accept the outcome will be reconfigured dwellings
and an altered facade yet consider it appropriate that the Council and
the permit applicant resolve these matters; and
•

8

We acknowledge the submissions made regarding the proposed
diversity of dwellings. In short, these submissions question the
proposed number of one and two-bedroom dwellings. On this point,
we accept Mr Scally's submission that the Planning Scheme provides
only general direction on dwelling diversity and that the proposal
meets this general direction. It does so by providing dwelling types
that add to the diversity of dwellings in this area.

Given our conclusions, we find the proposal is acceptable. We will grant a
permit subject to conditions.

WHAT CONDITIONS ARE APPROPRIATE?
9

Conditions proposing further refinements to the proposal were discussed
throughout the hearing. The Council and Applicant reached agreement on
all bar two of these refinements. We accept these refined conditions except
for the proposed treatment of Dwellings G10, 1-25, 1-26, 2-24 and 2-25,
which we highlighted earlier.
•

10

The first of the two refinements still in contest relates to the allocation of
car parking spaces. The Council seeks notations on the plans allocating the
resident car spaces to specific dwellings and showing the visitor spaces as
being in common property and being accessible after business hours. The
Applicant contends it is too early in the process to make this allocation.

11

We will impose the condition sought by the Council. We accept it is early
in the process and that such allocation would otherwise occur if, and when,
a Plan of Subdivision is prepared. Nevertheless, we consider the notations
sought allow the Council to be satisfied that the allocated spaces are
convenient to residents and visitors without the complication of presale/early commitment on any dwelling. It also assists in the enforcement
of the proposal's parking requirements particularly i f the site is not
subdivided. We recognise that such notations can be altered with the
consent of the Council and consider this provides sufficient flexibility for
the Applicant.

12

The second of the refinements relates to the sub-station's location. The
Council seeks a sub-condition to Condition 1 mandating its location at the
south-west corner of the site. The Applicant supports this location yet
contends the substation's location cannot be fixed at this time. They say it
requires the service authority's consent and that this will not be available,
„T4
until after the detailed design stage. We accept the Applicant's submis
in this instance. We consider the sub-station's is acceptable in its cup|]

av£

location yet recognise the preferred location is more suitable. We will
adopt the sub-condition the Applicant proposes.
13

Finally, we will clarify the direction sought by the sub-condition relating to
proposed treatment of Dwellings G10, 1-25, 1-26, 2-24 and 2-25. We
consider this may result in the consolidation of the adjacent dwellings i f a
satisfactory re-configuration cannot be achieved. While we will not
mandate this, we would support it in this suburban setting. In principle, we
accept that the full-length glazing of the bedrooms walls of studio
apartments in order to maximise borrowed light can be an acceptable
solution. We may have accepted Ms Peterson's recommendation in this
regard had we not found the orientation of these balconies unacceptable.

14

Finally, we have deleted the notes attached to the draft conditions as they
are not part of the permit.

CONCLUSION
15

For the reasons explained above, the decision of the Responsible Authority
is set aside. A permit is issued subject to conditions.

Michael Nelthorpe
Presiding Member

Gary Chase
Member

r
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APPENDIX A

PERMIT APPLICATION NO:

WH/2014/1202

LAND:

1-5 Sergeant Street, Blackburn

WHAT THE PERMIT ALLOWS:
•

Development of three 4-5 storey apartment buildings on a lot in the
Residential Growth Zone; and

•

A reduction in the required number of visitor car parking spaces

in accordance with the endorsed plans.

CONDITIONS
1

Before the development starts, or any trees or vegetation removed, amended
plans (three copies in A l size and one copy reduced to A3 size) must be
submitted to and approved by the Responsible Authority. The plans must
be drawn to 1:100 scale, with dimensions, and be generally in accordance
with the formally circulated amended plans in VCAT Ref No, P726/2015
but modified to show:
(a)

The Level 4 floor plan as per drawing TP005 Revision C, dated 16
July 2015 and prepared by DKO Architecture (Vic) Pty Ltd.

(b)

The locations of Tree Protection Zones described in condition 5, with
all nominated trees clearly identified and numbered on both site and
landscape plans, and the requirements of conditions 5 and 6 to be
annotated on the development and landscape plans.

(c)

Details of noise attenuation materials to reduce internal amenity
impacts from trains.

(d)

The car stacker model changed to a car stacker that provides 1.8m of
clear headroom at the entry level.

(e)

A longitudinal section of the circulation roadway showing a minimum
vertical headroom of 2.2 metres at the entry point and throughout the
parking area.

(f)

Notation that the vehicle sight-line triangles are to be 50% clear of
visual obstructions or to have a maximum height of 700m for any
structure or foliage within the area.

(g)

A notation on the plans providing for the allocation of car s p a c e s y ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
follows:
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(i)

2 spaces to each 3 bedroom dwelling, 1 space to each 1 and 2
bedroom dwelling and 15 spaces for visitors;

(ii)

Each resident space allocated to a specific dwelling; and

(iii) Visitor spaces in common property and accessible after business
hours
(h)

Screening of windows and balconies to accord with Standard B22 of
Clause 55, with any obscured glazing (if used) to be manufactured
obscured glass. Obscure film being applied to clear glazing will not be
accepted.

(i)

Notation that the basement walls are to be constructed using a
continuous piling wall design and the outer face of the wall must not
encroach closer to Tree 20 than the setback shown on the plans.

(j)

A n amended Environmentally Sustainable Design Management Plan
and development plans to reflect all sustainability features indicated in
the Sustainable Environmental Management Plan. Where features
cannot be visually shown, include a notes table providing details of
the requirements (for example, energy and water efficiency ratings for
heating/cooling systems and plumbing fittings and fixtures, etc.).

(k)

Deletion of balconies located off the master bedrooms of Dwellings
1.16, 2.16 and 3.16;
/'

(1)

An increase in the size of the balconies off the living rooms of
Dwellings 1.16, 2.16 and 3.16 to 8m by projecting the balconies out
from the building;

(m) Reorientation of the balconies of Dwellings G10, 1-25, 1-26, 2-24 and
2-25 so the long sides of the balconies face west;
(n)

Reorientation of the living area of Dwelling 4.07 to the east so it is
adjacent to this dwelling's balcony;

(o)

The substation must be relocated to the southern most part of the
Sergeant Street frontage i f this is approved by the relevant servicing
authority and any other relevant authority; and

(p)

A Landscape Plan in accordance with Condition 3.

A l l of the above must be to the satisfaction of the Responsible Authority.
Once approved these plans become the endorsed plans of this permit.
The layout of the site and the size, design and location of the buildings and
works permitted must always accord with the endorsed plan and must not
be altered or modified without the further written consent of the
Responsible Authority.
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Landscaping
3

No buildings or works must commenced until a landscape plan prepared by
a suitably qualified and experienced person or firm to the satisfaction of the
Responsible Authority has been submitted to and approved by the
Responsible Authority. When approved, the plan will be endorsed and will
then form part of the permit. The plan must be drawn to scale with
dimensions and three copies must be provided. The plan must be generally
in accordance with plans prepared by John Patrick being Drawing No.
VCAT 101, CAD File 15-277-VCAT01 and CAD File 15-277-VCAT02
dated July 2015 but modified to show:
(i)

The outdoor dining area to be redesigned as a decked area above
existing ground level so that it does not impact on Tree 20 in
accordance with Conditions 5 and 6; and

(ii)

The inclusion of at least 3 medium sized canopy trees within the
central courtyard area.

Landscaping in accordance with this approved plan and schedule must be
completed before the building is occupied.
4

The garden areas shown on the endorsed plan must only be used as gardens
and must be maintained in a proper, tidy and healthy condition to the
satisfaction of the Responsible Authority. Should any tree or shrub be
removed or destroyed it may be required to be replaced by a tree or shrub of
similar size and variety.

5

Prior to commencement of any building or demolition works on the land, a
Tree Protection Zones (TPZs) must be established on the subject site (and
nature strip i f required) and maintained during, and until completion of, all
buildings and works including landscaping, around the following trees in
accordance with the distances and measures specified below, to the
satisfaction of the Responsible Authority:
.
(a)

Tree Protection Zone distances:
(i)

Tree 20 (Eucalyptus melliodora) - 13.2 metres radius.

(ii)

Tree 54 (Eucalyptus globulus) - 7.2 metres radius.

(iii) Tree 55 (Cotoneaster pannosus EW) - 2.5 metres radius.
(iv)

Tree 56 (Photinia glabra) - 3.6 metres radius.

(v)

Tree 57 (Coprosma repens) - 2.0 metres radius.

(vi)

Tree 58 (Pittosporum undulatum) - 2.6 metres radius.

(vii) Tree 59 (Quercus robur) - 5.4 metres radius.
(viii) Tree 60 (Quercus robur) - 2.0 metres radius.
(ix)

Tree 61 (Quercus robur) - 6.0 metres radius.
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(b)

Tree Protection Zone measures are to be established in accordance
with Australian Standard 4970-2009 and are to include the following:
(i)

Erection of solid chain mesh or similar type fencing at a
minimum height of 1.8 metres in height held in place with
concrete feet;

(ii)

Signage placed around the outer edge of perimeter the fencing
identifying the area as a TPZ. The signage should be visible
from within the development, with the lettering complying with
AS 1319;

(iii) Mulch across the surface of the TPZ to a depth of 100mm and
the undertaking of supplementary watering/irrigation within the
TPZ, prior and during any works performed;
(iv) No excavation, constructions works or activities, grade changes,
surface treatments or storage of materials of any kind are
permitted within the TPZ unless otherwise approved within this
permit or further approved in writing by the Responsible
Authority;
(v)

A l l supports and bracing should be outside the TPZ and any
excavation for supports or bracing should avoid damaging roots
where possible;
, ''

(vi) No trenching is allowed within the TPZ for the installation of
utility services unless tree sensitive installation methods such as
boring have been approved by the Responsible Authority;
(vii) Where construction is approved within the TPZ, fencing and
mulching should be placed at the outer point of the construction
area; and
(viii) Where there are approved works within the TPZ, it may only be
reduced to the required amount by an authorized pefson only
during approved construction within the TPZ, and must be
restored in accordance with the above requirements at all other
times.
6

During construction of any buildings, or during other works, the following
tree protection requirements are to be adhered to, to the satisfaction of the
Responsible Authority:
(a)

For Tree 20, no roots are to be cut or damaged during any part of the
construction process;

(b)

A l l buildings and works for the construction of the development
adjacent to Tree 20 as shown on the endorsed plans must not alter the
existing ground level or the topography of the land within 13.
of this tree, with the exception of the Basement Car Park and
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7

(c)

The basement walls are to be constructed using a continuous piling
wall design; the outer face of the wall must not encroach closer to
Tree 20 than the setback shown on the plans. Any plant involved in
basement wall construction must operate from inside the basement
footprint and not within the TPZs of retained trees;

(d)

The outdoor dining area must be constructed on a deck above existing
ground level with any post holes to be dug by hand. The works must
be supervised by a suitably qualified and experienced arborist.

The existing street trees shall not be removed or damaged except with the
written consent of the Responsible Authority. Barriers are required to be
erected around street trees prior to any building and works to the
satisfaction of the responsible Authority.

ESP
8

Prior to the occupation of the development, the development must be
constructed in accordance with the approved Sustainable Environmental
Management Plan to the satisfaction of the Responsible Authority.

Waste management
9

The submitted Waste Management Plan (dated 4 December 2014) must be
endorsed and implemented by the owners/occupiers of the site to the
satisfaction of the Responsible Authority unless with the further written
consent of the Responsible Authority.

Construction Management Plan
10

Prior to any works commencing on the land a "Construction Management
Plan" (CMP) must be prepared by a suitably qualified person who is
experienced in preparing CMP's, to the satisfaction and approval of the
Responsible Authority, detailing how the owner will manage the
construction issues associated with the development.
The CMP must address; any demolition, bulk excavation, management of
the construction site, land disturbance, hours of construction, noise, control
of dust, public safely, traffic management, construction vehicle road routes,
soiling and cleaning of roadways, discharge of any polluted water, security
fencing, disposal of site waste and any potentially contaminated materials,
location of site offices, redirection of any above or underground services,
and site security lighting.
The CMP shall include suitable washing facilities are to be provided and
utilised on site for the cleaning of all construction vehicles prior to them
exiting the designated property so as to prevent any grease, oil, mud, clay
other substance to fall or run off a vehicle onto a road, or into any d r a i n ^ ^ l H ^
under the road.
/AP
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The CMP must be implemented to the satisfaction of the Responsible
Authority and a contact name and phone numbers for the site manager must
be provided to the Responsible Authority.
Amenity
11

A l l external lights must be of a limited intensity to ensure no nuisance is
caused to adjoining or nearby residents and must be provided with
appropriate baffles to that no direct light of glare is emitted outside the site.

12

A l l plant and equipment proposed on the roofs of the buildings must be
screened in a manner to compliment the appearance of the building to the
satisfaction of the Responsible Authority.

Assets (Drainage)
13

A l l stormwater drains must be connected to a point of discharge to the
satisfaction of Responsible Authority.

14

Prior to any works, design plans and specifications of the civil works within
the site associated with the development are to be prepared by a registered
consulting engineer (who is listed on the Engineers Australia National
Professional Engineer Register), and submitted to the Responsible
Authority. Certification by the consulting engineer that the civil works have
been completed in accordance with the design plans and specifications must
be provided to the Responsible Authority.

15

Detailed civil plans and computations for stormwater on-site detention and
connection to the legal point of discharge must be prepared by a suitably
experienced and qualified professional, and submitted for approval by
Responsible Authority prior to the commencement of any works.

16

Stormwater connection to the nominated point of discharge and stormwater
on-site detention must be completed and approved to the satisfaction of the
Responsible Authority prior to the occupation of the buildings.

17

Stormwater that could adversely affect any adjacent land shall not be
discharged from the subject site onto the surface of the adjacent land.

18

The Applicant/Owner shall be responsible to meet all costs associated with
reinstatement and/or alterations to Council or other Public Authority assets
deemed necessary by such Authorities as a result of the development. The
Applicant/Owner shall be responsible to obtain an "Asset Protection
Permit" from Council at least 7 days prior to the commencement of any
works on the land and obtain prior specific written approval for any works
involving the alteration of Council or other Public Authority assets.

Public Transport Victoria Conditions
19

No drainage, effluent, waste, soil or other materials must enter or be
directed to railway land or stored or deposited on railway land.
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20

The development is located adjacent to an operating railway corridor, where
train services may operate 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. Therefore the
permit holder may wish to construct windows and built form that
incorporate noise attenuation materials (i.e double glazing and appropriate
wall attenuation materials) to reduce amenity impacts.

21

The common boundary with VicTrack land is to be fenced at the owners
expense to prohibit access to the rail corridor.

22

This permit will expire i f one of the following circumstances applies:
(a)

The development is not started within two years of the issued date of
this permit.

(b)

The development is not completed within four years of the issued date
of this permit.

In accordance with Section 69 of the Planning and Environment Act 1987,
an application may be submitted to the Responsible Authority for an
extension of the periods referred to in this condition.

(
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